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Second half of a talk en "Planning, Culture and Freed.an".
Lecture Notes.

Classical Society, Manchester University, November 19th 1940.

The total subjection, through military discipline of millions of
individuals, to the plan of the Command.er in Chief, makes them into a single
instrument of power for the defeat of an enemy.

Thus they serve most effectively

the public interests of their country.
But we can observe arOWld us, everywhere, people serving public
interests in a quite different situation;

not by executing orders, but by

acting independently, to the beet of their own jud@Jlent.

Thus a doctor making a

diagnosis, whether in a hospital, or in his surgery, fulfils a public function, by
a personal decision of his own.
evidence;

And so does the simple witness in court, giving

or the juryman considering his verdict;

The scientist claiming a discovery;

and the judge passing sentence.

the writer, the painter, the musician, who

are putting forward ideas and works of art;

and even the player at a chess or

football. match, giving an example of skill and sportsmanship;

they all fulfil

public functicns, of greater or lees importance, not by order, but according to
their own independent judgment.
Though Society does not issue commands to these individuals, it yet
retains a certain amount of control over them.

It pays, or may pay, for their

services, regulates the opportunities for giving them, and protects the freed.an of
their function.

For this social. control a more or less authoritative frameworlc

of institutions is available;

but the activities themselves are instructed, and

mainly determined not by this frarrework, but by a body of knowledge and of ideals
which are public property.

The doctor deciding on his diagnosis is directed by

his professional knowledge and profesaicnal ideals of care end responsibility;
the witness, the juryman, the judge, fulfil their several functions in confonnitY
1.

